
PJ Thornton Biography  

PJ Thornton is an accomplished and well-respected producer who has been working in the 
Canadian Television Industry since he graduated from the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema 
at Concordia University in 2001. First working as a production manager, he quickly worked his 
way up to producer, and in 2009 became Vice President of Production for Big Soul Productions 
where he currently oversees and manages a diverse slate of extraordinary projects.  

The last twelve years, PJ Thornton has also been producing the highly acclaimed Indspire 
Awards (previously known as The National Aboriginal Achievement Awards) for CBC, APTN and 
previously Global. The Indspire Awards has been nominated for over eleven Gemini 
Awards/Canadian Screen Awards combined and has won in several categories since his 
involvement.  

He has been the producer on many notable productions – three seasons of the Gemini 
nominated dramatic series, Moccasin Flats, the Television Movie, Moccasin Flats: Redemption, 
and the variety and performance series, The Guilt Free Zone, starring Juno Award winning 
artist, Derek Miller.  

In 2014, PJ Thornton was the producer for the highly anticipated independent feature film, Fire 
Song. The script for the film was awarded the Jim Burt Screenwriting Prize from the WGC. Fire 
Song premiered at the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival and is currently available for 
broadcast in Canada on APTN and SBS in Australia. The film was picked by American distributor, 
Wolfe Video, and is having a successful run in the United States. PJ Thornton is preproduction 
with his second feature film, Running Home, which films this summer and is to be directed by 
Zoe Hopkins, writer and director of the acclaimed film, Kayak to Klemtu.  

PJ Thornton is ultimately well versed in a wide range of production formats – from overseeing 
animation series to documentaries, variety/performance to award shows, and short films to 
dramatic series to feature films – his experience to date has been amazingly diverse.  

 


